RMSTM Bath Tub
Visit

http://www.rouseinternational.com/index.htm for more frameworks, designs and instructions.

Directions

for

RMS Bath Tub

for 5” balloons

For other sizes use balloons sized to match framework.

MATERIALS
1 Pair of RMS Bath Tub Matrixes (in package)
240 Balloons, 5” Teal - Mass of Tub
106 Balloons, 5” White - Top Trim Of Tub
38 Balloons, 5” Black - Under Tub Filler
NOTE: You may substitute balloon colors to suit your project.

STEP 1

If some apertures resist opening then open them as shown below.

UnfoldStretch
Matrix Matrix - Lift a few rows at a
time straight up. Move down
and lift a few more rows until
all apertures have been
stretched open. The
Matrix will spring
Spray
back to near its original
shape. But, it will be
Discard easier
pop out
to chips.
load balloons in later steps.

Bend down on both
sides

Bend up on both
sides.

Pull apart.

STEP 2
Size balloons
4" diameter*

For very neat results
tie most balloons
balloons*in
in
very tight pairs and
trim off excess
balloon necks.

*NOTE: The 8
openings marked
in Red, require
balloons to be
custom sized to fit.

STEP 3
Load balloons into first
framework. Place
one balloon of each
pair in an opening
and one balloon
above and outside
the framework as
B
C
shown in B . Then,
force each of the loose balloons into the corresponding opening
of the second framework as shown in C
.
Take notice that as you expand and load the Matrix, the side of the
.

framework that starts out longer gets shorter. The side that starts
out narrow expands to become the longer dimension of the tub.

Use Suggestions:
It can be great fun to use the
tub as a prop for photos.
Set a bench or a couple of
stools or chairs behind the
tub.
Have guests pose
behind the tub as if they
were taking a bath or
playing in the tub. Add
accessories
like
clear
balloon bubbles, a long
handled brush, soap, towels
and wash cloths. Put the
whole set in front of a larger
theme background.
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